INTRODUCTION
The growth of organizational complexity (called sometimes 'progress') is an intriguing and probably most important biological and social phenomenon. The measures and the driving forces of this process are still debated (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . A prominent feature of 'progressive' evolution in biological and social systems is the increase of division of labor among system elements (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . In multicellular organisms, it is reflected in cell differentiation accompanied by enhancement of specialized cell function and appearance of tissue-specific genes with the corresponding increase in the number of different cell types in the organism. The number of cell types (or other organismal parts), which reflects the degree of division of labor, is an agreeable indicator of biological complexity (3, 4, 6, 11) . However, the count of morphologically discernable cell types is ambiguous in higher multicellulars (6, 11) . Furthermore, there can be cell types that are not distinguishable morphologically. Similarly, no universal (suitable for all cell types) measure of cell differentiation is known. We introduce here a general molecular-level indicator that might be suitable for this purpose: the fraction of tissue-specific genes and the ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes. We studied the genome-wide differences in expression of orthologous genes between human and mouse from this perspective and found that human has the higher cell differentiation in each studied homologous tissue. This genomic and cellular phenomenon is spectacularly more pronounced in those human tissues that are more directly involved in the increase of complexity, longevity and body size (i.e. it is reflected on the organismal level as well).
The preliminary results on the fraction of housekeeping genes (using a much lower number of homologous genes and tissues) were reported for the older versions of human and mouse microarray platforms (10) . It should also be noted that human-mouse comparison of gene expression was performed previously in a number of works but from other angles [e.g. (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , and references therein].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The data on expression of human and mouse genes were taken from the Novartis Gene Expression Atlas (14) . They present the results of high-density oligonucleotide microarray experiments performed uniformly for all tissues. The uniform platforms were used for all human (U133A + GNF1B) and mouse (GNF1M) tissues. The signals from probes on the chip corresponding to the same gene were averaged; the samples representing the same tissue were also averaged. Only probes that presented the characterized genes, i.e. with links to the Entrez Gene (18) and RefSeq (19) databases, and that were presumably orthologous between human and mouse were used. The orthology was established using the HomoloGene database (18) (11 534 gene pairs with reciprocal best hits were found). Only normal tissues that were homologous for human and mouse were used (32 tissues, listed in Figure 1 ).
The modern microarrays show good reproducibility and portability across platforms (20) (21) (22) . Even if there can be problems in regard to individual genes, the phenomena described in the present article are based on the expression of hundreds and thousands of genes. Furthermore, discrepancies in regard to individual genes are usually due to poorly designed probes (because of incorrect gene annotations, i.e. poorly known genes) (20, 22) , whereas we used only well-characterized genes (those with links to Entrez Gene, RefSeq and HomoloGene databases). To prove the main phenomena, we used very diverse tests (see below). Moreover, the preliminary results on the fraction of housekeeping genes were obtained with the older human and mouse platforms (U95A and U74A) standardized with the older algorithm (10) . Thus, the effect is reproducible and portable across platforms. It also should be noted that putative artifacts due to variation in gene GC content [such as higher stability or affinity of GC-rich RNAs (23, 24) ], if any, would act in the direction opposite to the revealed effect because housekeeping genes are more GC-rich than tissue-specific ones, and this difference is higher in human compared to mouse (10) . Furthermore, all RNAs samples used in the Gene Expression Atlas were obtained by the same procedure from the frozen tissues, and the quality of all samples was checked with the Agilent Bioanalyzer (14) . As for the probe affinity, the effect of GC content is unlikely in oligonucleotide microarrays because the so-called 'mismatch' probe used as control contains the same 25-nt sequence as the 'perfect match' probe, except for one central nucleotide (i.e. it has nearly the same GC content) (25) .
For discerning housekeeping and tissue-specific genes, we used both the cutoff-based criteria of expression detection (with different cutoff values, as indicated in Table 1 ) and the Affymetrix calls (presence/absence) provided in the Gene Expression Atlas. The detection of gene expression with cutoff value equal to dataset median was recommended by the authors of the Gene Expression Atlas; it is based on the extensive PCR-validation of oligonucleotide microarray data (13) (14) (15) . The Affymetrix call for a given gene is a local feature, which is not depended on microarray scaling (i.e. on signal from probes for other genes) (25) . Also, we used various parameters of the among-tissues distribution of expression signal, which are related to the degree of tissue-specificity (and which were used previously for other purposes or introduced here): entropy (26) , ratio of maximum to average value (27) , index of tissue-specificity (16, 28) , skew (distribution of tissue-specific genes should be more rightskewed), coefficient of variation (should be higher for tissue-specific genes), first absolute central moment (should be higher for tissue-specific genes), ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes.
For comparison with the novel exon microarray platforms, the gene expression data available for six homologous human-mouse tissues were taken from the Exon Array dataset normalized with the GeneBASE program (17) . The tissues were heart, kidney, liver, muscle, spleen and testis. (For comparison with the Gene Expression Atlas, lymphnode was taken in the Gene Expression Atlas as analogous of spleen in the Exon Array dataset.) There were 8229 genes common for the Gene Expression Atlas and the Exon Array dataset. We used the definition of housekeeping genes obtained with the Gene Expression Atlas (because it contains the much larger number of tissues) to analyze the expression of housekeeping and non-housekeeping genes in six tissues of the Exon Array dataset. [The cutoff 'median expression', as recommended in refs (13) (14) (15) , was used for definition of housekeeping genes. The results were similar for definition based on the Affymetrix calls.]
For human-mouse comparison of gene promoter regions, we extracted their sequences from the database of experimentally determined exact transcriptional start sites (DBTSS) (29) . The comparison was made as described (30) . Briefly, we first masked these sequences for lineage-specific repeats (that were inserted after the human-mouse split) using the standalone RepeatMasker and DateRepeats programs (Smit,A.F.A., Hubley,R., Green,P., http://repeatmasker.org). Then, the matching of human-mouse promoter regions (200 nt-long sequences upstream transcription start site) was done using a very rigorous Huang-Miller algorithm for local sequence alignment, implemented in the Lalign program (31) . (The significance level for spurious match was set to a conservative threshold P < 10 À6 .) The analysis of functional gene modules was done as described (32) . Briefly, we checked the average humanmouse difference of a tested parameter for a predefined gene set against the average difference for the total dataset. The predefined gene sets were prepared using Gene Ontology (GO) categories (33) , and pathways compilations from KEGG (34) and Reactome (35) databases (using Entrez Gene mapping), and HumanCyc (36) . In the case of Gene Ontology categories, we collected for each category all its subcategories using GO graphs, and a gene was regarded as belonging to a given category if it was mapped to any of its subcategories in Entrez Gene. For estimation of significance level, we did 20 000 random samplings from the total dataset (of a size equal to the size of a tested gene group). After obtaining two-tailed significance level (P-value), we estimated false discovery rate (q-value) for correction for multiple comparisons (37) . As the main parameter, the (logtransformed) expression level averaged among all tissues was used.
For analysis of upstream untranslated regions (5 0 UTR), the human and mouse mRNAs were extracted from the RefSeq database (19) . To ensure the completeness of 5 0 UTRs, we used the database of experimentally determined exact transcriptional start sites (DBTSS) (29) . We used only those 5 0 UTRs whose lengths were nonzero in both species and equal (for a given species) in both databases. There were 1578 orthologous gene pairs whose 5'UTRs of processed mRNAs satisfied these conditions. (If zero-length 5 0 UTRs were included in the analysis, the results were similar.) If there were several mRNAs for a gene, the longest 5 0 UTR was taken. (The shortest and the average 5 0 UTR lengths were also compared; the results were qualitatively the same.) For correction for the difference in genome sizes, the lengths of mouse 5 0 UTRs were multiplied by factor of 1.16 (38) .
To compare nucleotide composition between silent sites of coding DNA and background, we calculated chi-squares of 4-fold degenerate third codon positions using intronic and nearby intergenic sequences for estimation of background nucleotide probabilities. In a variant of analysis, introns were preliminarily masked for (human or mouse) lineage-specific repeats. (This was done because repeat-insertion is a special mode of mutation pressure, which might change nucleotide composition and which is suppressed in coding regions.) Then, we compared the obtained chi-squares in pairwise way for human-mouse orthologous genes (using the Mann-Whitney test).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evolutionary cell differentiation
The conclusion about the difference in evolutionary cell differentiation between two mammals may seem surprising. Therefore, we checked it extensively using the diverse tests (both dependent and independent of expression threshold criteria). By any expression threshold criterion, there are $3-fold more orthologous genes expressed in all studied tissues (i.e. housekeeping genes) in the mouse than in the human (Table 1) . Both the mean and the median of among-tissues breadth of expression (number of tissues where a given gene is expressed) are also higher in the mouse (Table 1) . Similarly, other parameters (which are independent of expression threshold criteria) show the consistent differences indicating a relative bias towards housekeeping genes in mouse [entropy (26) ] or towards tissue-specific genes in human (ratio of maximum to average expression value, index of tissue-specificity, skew, coefficient of variation, first absolute central moment; see 'Methods' section) (Table 1) .
Moreover, we found changes at the structural level in those genes that changed their expression breadth after the human-mouse split. Thus, the human-mouse identity of encoded protein sequence (compared at amino acid level) is lower in those genes that are housekeeping in mouse but non-housekeeping in human compared to genes that are housekeeping in both species (0.890 AE 0.003 versus 0.933 AE 0.006, Mann-Whitney P < 10 À12 ). Similarly, those genes that are housekeeping in human but nonhousekeeping in mouse show the lower protein sequence identity than genes that are housekeeping in both species (0.898 AE 0.010 versus 0.933 AE 0.006, P < 10 À7 ). [The cutoff 'median expression', as recommended in refs (13) (14) (15) , was used for definition of housekeeping genes. The results were similar for definition based on the Affymetrix calls.]
Furthermore, the human-mouse conservation of nucleotide sequence in the promoter region (200 nt upstream transcription start site) is lower in those genes that are housekeeping in mouse but non-housekeeping in human compared to genes that are housekeeping in both species (for the length of conserved sequence multiplied by its human-mouse identity: 70.5 AE 2.7 versus 87.7 AE 5.2, Mann-Whitney P < 10 À7 ). Similarly, those genes that are housekeeping in human but non-housekeeping in mouse show the lower conservation of promoter regions than 
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). These facts suggest that the revealed changes in gene expression breadth are not due to some artifact of the functional genomics dataset because they correlate with the corresponding alterations in the structure of gene regulatory regions.
Strength of the effect in different tissues
For comparing different tissues, we used a combined parameter, which estimated both the among-tissues breadth and the level of expression: the ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific (non-housekeeping) genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes in a tissue (Table 1) . Noteworthy, this parameter allows the estimation of the relative expression of tissue-specific genes in a tissue using the universal internal standard for all tissues (expression of the same set of housekeeping genes), thus removing possible problems with the variation of mRNAs amounts in different tissues, among-samples data standardization, etc. We used all non-housekeeping genes as tissue-specific genes because of the following reasons. First, on the histogram of genes expressed in each particular tissue there is no clear-cut peak of tissuespecific genes, only the peak of housekeeping genes and the plateau of genes with gradually changing tissuespecificity [ Figure 2B in ref. (10) ; the picture was similar with the present dataset]. Therefore, any other threshold would be arbitrary. Second, genes with the intermediate expression breadth (i.e. expressed in more than one tissue but less than all tissues) show the highest informational load and probably contribute in a greater extent to multicellular complexity (39) . Third, the uniqueness of gene expression pattern is determined by all nonhousekeeping genes, which are expressed in a given tissue.
The ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific genes to housekeeping genes is higher in human compared to mouse in all studied homologous tissues (Figure 1 : all red circles are above unity). This phenomenon is more pronounced in the nervous system (except for olfactory bulb), skeletal muscle, kidney and heart (Figure 1) . In regard to the nervous system, the relation to organismal complexity is obvious. Of special interest are the trigeminal ganglion (TGG) and the dorsal root ganglion (DRG), where the effect is even higher than in the other parts of the nervous system. The TGG where the ophthalmic, maxillary and mandibular nerves converge is involved in visual information processing. Also, it controls face and mouth movements (speech), which are so important for human social organization. The DRG contains cell bodies of incoming sensory fibers from the rest of the body. Among other things, the precise finger activity, which is so important for human, depends on the DRG. Thus, the prominent human-mouse differences in these two tissues might reflect not only the increase in organismal complexity but also the transition to the qualitatively higher complexity level: social organization (TGG) and tool making (DRG). The amygdala is involved in emotional learning. The cerebellum is responsible for complex movement in 3D space (especially important for primates) and, in particular, in the maintenance of posture.
The higher cell differentiation in human skeletal muscle might be related to the larger body size [because of allometry of muscle strength to body mass known since Galileo (11) ] and the upright posture. The heart is important for increased body size, upright posture and longevity. The heart is a known bottleneck in human constitution, which limits lifespan and works near the ceiling of its capability (32) . The higher cell differentiation in human kidney is probably related to increased longevity (maintenance of homeostasis). The kidney disease is among the leading causes of human death (40) , which indicates that human kidney works near the limit of its capability.
Of special interest is the olfactory bulb where the effect is below the median of studied tissues (and especially weaker if compared to other parts of the nervous system) ( Figure 1) . It is well known that rodents are olfactory specialists while primates are visual specialists (41) . In other words, the case of olfactory bulb is just that kind of exception that confirms the rule.
Comparison with the Exon Array dataset
There is now the data on gene expression in a few homologous human-mouse tissues obtained with the novel exon microarrays (designed mainly for studying alternative splicing) (17) . We determined the ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific (non-housekeeping) genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes for Figure 1 . The ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes in human (blue squares), mouse (green diamonds) and the ratio of the former to the latter, i.e. the human/mouse ratio of both ratios (red circles) in 32 homologous tissues (based on 11534 orthologous genes). Note that all blue squares are higher than the corresponding green diamonds, and, as a consequence, all red circles are above unity. (Symbol size is greater than error. Red dotted line indicates median for all 32 tissues. Tissue-specific genes are those expressed in <32 tissues; housekeeping genes are those expressed in all 32 tissues, according to cutoff 'median expression' (as recommended in refs [13] [14] [15] . If the Affymetrix calls were used, the picture was qualitatively the same with a similar ranking of the tissues.) six tissues provided in the Exon Array dataset (heart, kidney, liver, muscle, spleen and testis) (17) . In consistence with the results described in the previous section, these ratios were higher in all human tissues compared to mouse ones. The human-mouse ratio of these ratios was even seemingly higher than that obtained using the Gene Expression Atlas but did not differ significantly (2.51 AE 0.23 versus 2.18 AE 0.48, Mann-Whitney P > 0.1). Also, there is a good correlation between the amongtissues rankings of these ratios in the Gene Expression Atlas and the Exon Array dataset (with the exception of one outlier-testis). If testis was excluded, Pearson r = 0.94, P < 0.02 (for log-transformed ratios), Spearman r = 1.0, P < 10 À4 . The exception of testis might be related to a very high level of alternative splicing in this tissue (42) .
Functional gene modules
A surprising (and most pronounced) difference on the modular level is the higher expression of human translation machinery (Table 2) . Probably, it is not due to more intensive protein synthesis because human has a lower metabolic rate with a lower protein turnover (43) . Then, how could the higher expression of human translation machinery be explained?
More complex regulation at translational level: a hypothesis
The regulation of gene expression at the level of translation is an emerging theme now (44-46). Noteworthy, it endows local sites with independent decision-making authority, which is especially important for highly specialized cells with complex cellular architectures (45) . Most of the translational regulatory mechanisms are inhibitory (44, 46) . Therefore, the more complex regulation at translational level should involve the more developed translation machinery. This situation is similar with the regulation at transcriptional level where the increase in complexity (e.g. after transition from prokaryotes to eukaryotes) was associated with the enlargement of the genome and a general reduction of transcription rate because of mostly suppressive regulatory means (e.g. chromatin condensation), which switchoff genes whose expression should not be allowed in a given cell. The untranslated regions of processed mRNAs, especially located upstream (5 0 UTRs), are known to serve for translational regulation (44, (46) (47) (48) (49) . The longer 5
0 UTRs usually occur in those genes that should be more strongly and finely controlled (47) . The AUG (potentially start) codons in the 5 0 UTRs (named uAUGs) are also involved in translational regulation and generally attenuate protein synthesis (49) . If human has a more complex regulation at the translational level, it should be reflected in the structure of human mRNAs.
We found that human 5 0 UTRs are on average 37% longer than the corresponding mouse ones (difference of log-transformed lengths in orthologous genes compared in pairwise way: 0.138 AE 0.024, Mann-Whitney P < 10 À12 ). This difference remains significant after correction for 16% difference in genome sizes (0.073 AE 0.024, P < 10 À7 ). The latter fact suggests that the difference in 5 0 UTR lengths cannot be just due to mutation pressure (if one assumes that the difference in genome sizes was caused by neutral drift), and should have functional significance. The number of uAUGs is 30% greater in human compared to mouse (difference of counts compared in pairwise way: 0.152 AE 0.081, P < 10 À5 ). The recent data suggest that synonymous codon usage can be involved in translational regulation in mammals (50) (51) (52) . If translational regulation is more complex in human, the nucleotide composition of silent sites in human coding sequences (presumably determined by translation-related selection) might differ stronger from background nucleotide composition (assumingly determined by mutation pressure) compared to mouse. We calculated chi-squares of 4-fold degenerate third codon positions against intronic and nearby intergenic sequences (used for estimation of background nucleotide probabilities) and found that these chi-squares are higher in human (differences for human-mouse orthologous genes compared in pairwise way: for intergenic sequences, 16.4 AE 1.5, Mann-Whitney P < 10 À12 ; for intronic sequences, 11.8 AE 0.7, P < 10
À12
; for intronic sequences masked for human-or mouse-specific repeats, 12.6 AE 0.7, P < 10
).
CONCLUSION
For the same set of human-mouse orthologous genes and homologous tissues, human shows a greater fraction of tissue-specific genes. From the neutralist standpoint, The 'q-value'-false discovery rate.
the main difference between human and mouse is in effective population size, which may result in a weaker purifying selection in human. However, its effect (if any) should be in the direction opposite to our finding. Thus, a relaxed purifying selection could lead to the higher non-functional gene expression, i.e. higher transcriptional background noise (e.g. 53, 54) . This would result in a seemingly higher fraction of broadly expressed genes in human compared to mouse (opposite to what we found). Therefore, we believe that the selectionist interpretation related to human-mouse difference in complexity is more likely. It seems that the higher complexity of human exists not only on the phenotypic organismal level but also on the genomic and cellular levels. In any studied tissue, human has a greater ratio of the total expression of tissue-specific genes to the total expression of housekeeping genes, which indicates the intensification of specialized cell function. How the homologous cells of two mammals (having the similar sets of organs) can differ in the degree of specialization? The biochemical diversification (specialization) of cells of seemingly the same type (hepatocytes) within the complex organ architecture was reported even for such relatively 'homogenous' organ as the liver (albeit it may not be discerned morphologically) (55, 56) . The degree of such specialization can be higher in human organs. Thus, there can be a higher number of different 'biochemical' cell types (determined by uniqueness of gene expression pattern).
On the organismal level, there is a striking correlation of the strength of this phenomenon with a type of tissue. It is more pronounced in those tissues that are more directly involved in the increase of organizational complexity, longevity and body size. Noteworthy, human cells are more resistant to transformation compared to mouse cells (57, 58) , i.e. the greater human longevity can indeed be reflected on the cellular level [to say nothing of the questionable 'Hayflick limit' (59) ].
The higher expression of human translation machinery is in good agreement with the longer 5 0 UTRs of human mRNAs and the greater number of uAUG codons, which suggest a more complexly regulated translation. The translational regulation can be more important for the more specialized cells because it allows a more rapid and economical (and localized within the cell with complex architecture) response to stimuli, albeit in a narrower range (specified by the current transcriptome), compared to regulation at the level of transcription. (As an utmost example, compare the nucleus-free mammalian erythrocytes, which do not have transcriptional regulation at all, with the nucleated erythrocytes of lower vertebrates.)
Because of universality of the principle of division of labor in the 'progressive' evolution of biological and social systems, the level of cell differentiation (estimated by the relative number and expression of tissue-specific versus housekeeping genes) might become a general indicator of multicellular organismal complexity. In a practical sense, as mouse is a paramount model for biomedical research, it is important to understand its principal differences from human.
